
BREG Core Classes

Botany Basics
Instructor: Alexandra Holland (March - April)

Plants have many amazing abilities: they make their own food, pull water hundreds of feet in
the air against gravity, and trick insects and other animals into helping them reproduce. They
track the sun, recoil at a touch, and warn other plants of danger. In this class we will explore
all these phenomena and more as we look at the basics of plant structure, function,
evolution, classification, and ecology. The class is a Zoom-based lecture format. Discussion
questions and practical exercises will be provided to reinforce the lecture material, including
making observations in your own yard or neighborhood. Participants are encouraged to sign
up for the complementary Botany Basics Walks for further reinforcement of the lecture
material, but the walks are not a requirement. Separate field experience available.

Landscape Design Fundamentals
Instructor: Preston Montague (May)

Landscape Architect and Visual Artist Preston Montague teaches this fundamentals class
that introduces participants to design principles, site assessment and planning, among other
topics. Gain a better understanding of what comes into play in creating and managing
sustainable and aesthetically appealing landscapes. You will come away empowered to be
more creative, instinctive, decisive and purposeful in understanding good design and more
adept at recognizing what’s not. The course includes two learning modules accessed online
(asynchronous) along with two opportunities for live (synchronous) and lively discussion
with the instructor and other participants.
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Botanical Latin for Gardeners
Instructor: Phil Roudebush (July)

It is easy to fall for the poetry and charm of common plant names Who can resist the romance of
plants with names like "Loves-lie bleeding," "forget-me-not" or "morning-noon-and night"?
However, when understood and used appropriately, botanical Latin can help in understanding
the origin of a plant or important characteristics such as its form, color, shape or size. Based on
the book "Latin for Gardeners," this class will explore the reasons to use Latin for plant names
and how to use botanical Latin to improve gardening efforts. 

Living Soil
Instructor: Phil Roudebush (August)

Given soil's vital importance, it is amazing that most gardeners don’t venture beyond the
understanding that good soil supports plant life and poor soil doesn’t. You’ve undoubtedly seen
worms in good soil and have come across other soil life: centipedes, springtails, ants, slugs,
ladybird beetle larvae and more. Healthy soil, however, does not contain just a few animals ―
healthy soil is absolutely teeming with life. This class will focus on all the forms of life found in
healthy soil, the soil-food web and how we can use this information to improve our gardening
techniques. An introduction to basic soil science will be included in the class.

Ecological Gardening: Principles in Practice
Instructor: Nina  Shippen (September)

Ecological gardening is a way of thinking about the designed landscape in which gardens are no
longer seen as a collection of plants, but as a community of complex interdependencies among
plants, soils, environment and animals. Ecology-based methods used in design, site assessment,
planning, planting and management are all covered. Gardeners of all levels of interest and ability
will find this informative and interactive online class valuable for learning ecologically
sustainable practices that you can adapt and apply in gardening on your site. The class is a core
requirement for the Arboretum's Blue Ridge Eco Gardener Certificate of Merit program
(combining Principles and Methods of Ecological Gardening from previous years).
Recommended text: Planting in a Post-Wild World: Designing Plant Communities for Resilient

Landscapes by Thomas Rainer and Claudia West. 
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Ecology of the Blue Ridge
Instructor: Dan Lazar (September - October)

Discover why the Southern Appalachians are home to more tree species than all of Europe. Learn
how ants and whitetail deer determine where trilliums grow. Take a virtual tour of the amazing
natural ecosystems of Western North Carolina, from riverside amphibian breeding ponds to
mountaintop Spruce-Fir forests. This Zoom-based class will include lecture presentations,
discussions, self-guided explorations, and virtual field trips during which students will uncover the
complex interactions between familiar organisms and their natural environment. Separate field
experience available.

Gardening in a Changing Climate
Instructor: Laura Lengnick (October)

Bringing dramatic variations in temperature and precipitation patterns, creating disruptions in
phenology and even requiring adjustments to plant hardiness zones, climate change is already
changing ways of gardening in Western North Carolina. This course will provide an overview of the
many new tools that will help gardeners create a climate-resilient garden. Learn about evaluating
climate risk, monitoring changes in plant and animal behavior, reducing the garden’s carbon
footprint, and managing for the high response and recovery capacity needed to maintain the health
of a garden no matter the weather.

Introduction to Permaculture 
Instructor: Jennifer Verprauskus (October)

Learn how to bridge the gap between traditional landscape practices and self-sustaining systems
taught in Permaculture. Landscape Architect and Permaculture Design Certificate Holder Jennifer
Verprauskus covers basic design principles together with permaculture design concepts. Maximizing
natural, beneficial relationships in the ecosystem while minimizing waste and energy use makes for
an ideal landscape that nurtures itself and fits seamlessly into the natural environment. Offered with
Permaculture Plants of Interest. 
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Permaculture Plants of Interest
Instructor: Jennifer Verprauskus (November)

Following on the Introduction to Permaculture class, the focus in Permaculture Plants of Interest is
on choosing the best plants for a site, with an emphasis on incorporating edible and native plants
into the landscape planting design. Participants will be introduced to a myriad of permaculture
plants and learn the attractive and beneficial qualities they offer, including historical uses and
wildlife benefits to structure and color - all considerations in creating a successful and sustainable
landscape.

Creating a Multi-Use Native Plant Garden
Instructors: Sarah Coury & Ben Pick (February) 

Native plants are beautiful, low maintenance, ecologically beneficial and bestow a distinct sense of
place to cultivated landscapes. This class guides students in planning a native garden to service
multiple purposes. 

Seasonal Gardening Projects (4)
Instructor: Clara Curtis  (In Season: Spring, Summer, Fall & Winter) 

Gardening takes place all year long and timing is critical to certain garden activities. Each seasonal
class offers tips, projects and considerations for activities such as fertilizing, watering, planting,
pruning, pest control, planning, clearing, harvesting and cleaning in your garden year round.

Seasonal Plants of Interest (4)
Instructor: Clara Curtis (In Season: Spring, Summer, Fall & Winter) 

For gardeners, every season has its purpose and beauty. Some plants reveal colorful stems or
sculptural forms even after the blooms and leaves are gone. This series of classes, taught the by the
Arboretum's senior director for mission delivery and the designer of many of the Arboretum's
cultivated gardens and seasonal landscape exhibits, encourages taking a closer look in the landscape
at plants that offer year-round interest. Timed to coincide with the Seasonal Landscape Exhibit
changeover in each season and paired with an in-person walk with through the gardens with the
instructor. 
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BREG Elective Classes
Students should take at least one course from each elective category, and must complete a total of 15

credit hours of electives. 

Pollinators 
(Examples: Gardening for the Birds, Bees & Butterflies, Creating a Native Pollinator Garden, Creating an

Ecologically Sustainable Landscape, Introduction to Butterfly Ecology)

Wildlife in the Garden 
(Examples: Gardening for the Birds, Pets & Plants, Coexisting with Black Bears)

Plant Studies 
(Examples: Native Seed Collecting Workshop, Identifying and Understanding Invasive Plants, The

Romance of Plants: A Heart-Centered Approach to Making Herbal Medicines )

Design and Botanical Illustration 
(Examples: North Carolina Archetypes in Landscape Architecture, The Nature of Drawing: Botanical

Illustration for Plant Identification, Healing Gardens) 

Climate and Conservation Studies 
(Examples: Climate Change Science, Loving Where You Live Walks, Soil Health Check Up, Light Pollution,

Health & the Environment)

Service and Volunteerism 
(Examples: ecoEXPLORE, Your neighborhood HOA - community landscape or invasive eradication,

Asheville GreenWorks tree nursery / community tree giveaways, Waterfall Keepers)


